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Foreword
Shakespeare once said, “Beware the Ides of March”; We at SJIS are aware that it is the month
Of March and there are tons of events lined up for this month. SJIS has always been ahead of
things. A motto that we live up to, rise and strive for perfection, especially in the field of
education and sports.
Principal’s forwarded Message

“He who opens a school door, closes a prison” – Victor Hugo
Succeeding in life is as simple as being a good
student. All one has to do, is to pay attention,
focus, work hard and give it a best shot.
Whatever our students have achieved so far
would have never been possible without their
constant endeavour. Our brilliant students
have exhibited such immense qualities and
imbibed good values that SJIS can be proud off.

Our students not only made us proud but
brought accolades that added an extra feather
to SJIS cap. Our values and morals which these
awardees
exemplify,
like
discipline,
compassion and a zeal for learning was
exhibited at the 7th Awards Ceremony which
was held on 23rd February 2019. It not only
recognised the many achievements of our
students but also truly reflected the diverse
and well-rounded education provided at SJIS.

“A fool thinks himself to be wise, but a wise man knows himself to be a fool”
William Shakespeare
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Our emblematic hospitality and communal
spirit, carried on as SJIS once again hosted a
dinner with the Indian parents of different
ethnic groups. It was a dazzling night when all
the parents came dressed in their best attire.
Mr. Jayapal Ramasamy, one of our Board of
Governors together with the SJIS staff were
ever pleased to receive and mingle with
them. Our Principal Mr.Suresh welcomed the
parents with his warm speech. It was a night
to remember and one more docket added to
our SJIS warm hospitality.
It was a perfect setting on the evening, with
all our guests dressed in finery. SJIS once
again had the privilege of hosting the dinner
with the international parents across the
globe on 21st March 2019 at Campus 2. Our
Board of Governors together with our staff
chatted and bonded with the parents and
generally caught up on all that has been
happening in SJIS. The food, as expected, was
scrumptiously delicious and served with a
fruit punch that complimented each dish.

On the Academic Front
Consonant with SJIS tradition and concerning the
academic freedom, students have the choice to
give their best, to the pursuit of scholarship. An
offering of 50% bursary to IGCSE enrolling into A
Levels at our Pre-University Centre is a remarkable
sight. SJIS has always been mindful of its historic
commitment to scholarship and to the free
exchange of ideas, affirms that the environment
and students alike shall enjoy full freedom in their
learning.
In order to motivate learners, our teachers came up
with group task differentiation, catering for weaker
students in mastering and enhancing the technique of
answering the examination questions. Henceforth, our
extra classes, conducted for weaker students at Alfa
tuition centre, were fully sponsored by SJIS. The
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approach of revision and coaching takes into account the learner differences, thus ensuring
the students to score in their examination.

As for the Score A programme, all good
scorers are given the privilege to gear
them towards scoring distinctions in all
the subjects. This extra class programme is
carried out for all the subjects every
Monday to Thursday (3.30pm-4.30pm) for
both Lower and Upper Secondary
students. Besides that, mediocre students
are also taken into gearing them up for
scoring distinctions.
This month also marks the Class Test 1 for the Lower, Upper Secondary and assessment for
the A Level students. In recent weeks, our students have been busy preparing for their
upcoming class test 1. The test promotes an understanding of topics and aims to provide a
fair evaluation of each student. It also gives students multiple opportunities in varying
contexts, to demonstrate what they know and can do. It also enables teachers to be confident
in the accuracy of their judgements about each students.
In case, flummoxed by figures, draw a
picture and label it, with the information in
the question. This will help you to visualise
the problem and understand what you
need to do. The First Mathematics Clinic
was carried out for Year 7, 8 and 9 on 1st
March 2019. The topics were chosen from
Year 7, 8 and 9 syllabus. It is for students
to learn and revise the basic concepts. The
teachers guided and provided the students
with worksheets for them to fully grasp the
concepts well.
The paradigms of knowledge is reconfigured by the study of diversity related to the specific
topics chosen for students need. Subsequently, the English Clinic which was carried out on 8 th
March 2019 was geared towards the mastery
of English subjects. As for the Upper
Secondary, Year 10 and 11, the purpose of
conducting the clinic was to prepare them
for their class test 1. Besides that, the main
objective of the clinic is to first enhance the
level of proficiency in English Language.
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The Science Clinic on the other hand, was designed to improve the ability of students who
were unable to understand the basic concepts. From Year 7 to Year 11, weak students
received assistance from the tutors in chosen topics. As for the Upper Secondary, the focus
was more on the two Sciences subjects
Chemistry and Biology.
All the three clinics were opened to all
students and for parental approval,
permission forms were uploaded on SJIS, EMS
portal.
It is suffice to say, the three clinics which is
being conducted throughout the year, have
resulted in continuous progress in students achievements in the three subjects respectively.
Hats off to all the English Language, Mathematics and Science teachers for an excellent effort
induced.

In Sports News
It was an exhilarating experience, preparing
for this extraordinary Artistic Gymnastics
event through sheer practice sessions prior to
the competition. Mentally the body and mind
have to be in tune; having mastered the grips,
the summersaults, twists and turns as well as,

building up the strength. By mastering the
technique, our very own Lee Wei Cong, male
gymnast under 15 competed and secured 1st
place in four apparatus which were Pommel
Horse, Roman Ring, Parallel Bar, Vault and by
securing 5th place on Horizontal Bar places him
as a 2nd overall individual winner. SJIS is proud
of his win.

“There Is A Power In People Who Dream Big And Who Try Hard” - Harold Klemp
The Club Scene
SJIS produces all-round development of our students
with our diverse co-curriculum programme. The
student selects activities not only gauges to a form
of recreational and enjoyment, but it unleashes their
hidden talent. Henceforth, participation in co-
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curricular activities is a commitment on
every part of students with a long
impact on their lives in years to come.
The SJIS Interact Club organised their
Installation Day Ceremony on 7th
March, 2019 from 2.00pm to 3.30pm,
which took place in Lecture Hall 2, SJIS
Campus 1. The SJIS Interact Club
facilitators, who introduced the new
committee members of the SJIS
interactors to the fellow Rotarians, initiated the ceremony. Mr. Chong Meng, Rotary Club
Metro Kuala Lumpur, Assistant Governor, congratulated the SJIS Interact Committee
members in his speech and highlighted on
the importance of the roles assigned to
them.
In today’s innovation economy, education
becomes even more important for
developing the next generation of innovators
and creative thinkers. It ignites a passion for
learning and provides students with the tools
they need to succeed in the innovation
economy. Having said that, our treasured
and talented team led by Tan Jia Jun’s team,
The Darwin won the ‘Best Innovator’ title
with 1247, 100 points at the Oxbridge
& KTJ Engineering Workshop on
Sunday, 10th March, 2019. They were
assigned a task to create a system that
can transport as much construction
material from one to another housing
area which can start and stop traffic
when the materials were moved
across the road.

“There is an innovator inside of all of us” Rowan Gibson
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The Happening in SJIS
A clean environment is a haven of paradise. To
preserve and conserve is our prerogative. As such
to create awareness about waste materials, a ‘Talk
on Waste Management’ for all was conducted on
8th March 2019. The talk was delivered by Ms. IIi
Alia who is a member from Global Environment
Corporation and Ms. Wan Imiriah Othman from
Cenviro. The talk was mainly to create awareness
among the students, regarding the importance of
recycling programmes. A term project was
planned out between GEC and SJIS for students to donate their recycling materials. A
representative from GEC will be coming for collection of the waste materials, on a monthly
basis. Our students will be doing their part to ensure a clean environment. Kudos to all our
SJIS students.
Human Papilloma Virus (HPV), a DNA virus, is a
common sexually transmitted infection. HPV is a
major cause of genital warts and cervical cancer.
As HPV may have no symptoms, it may be more
common than is thought. The risk factor is for
girls aged below 15. Therefore, 32 students who
are 13 years old were given the first dose
th
injection on 14 March 2019. The second dose is due on 20th September 2019.

Campus 2 Crest
SJIS proudly unveils our prestigious Campus
2, crafted with exclusive amenities decked
with a modern outlook. On 19th March 2019,
all the floors flaunted with vibrant colour

theme carpeted, well-equipped Science
Laboratories, ICT Laboratories, and a library
(complete with a Discussion Room) at level 16
exudes the charm of our vision. SJIS Campus 2,
laboratories are fully equipped for the
incorporation of STEM Education into the
Robotics, Virtual Reality (VR) Artificial
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Intelligence and even 3D Printing Modules. These distinguished modern architects had
created a delightful space to learning.
Finale
As we come to the end of our second issue, SJIS has taken one-step ahead on a path of
excellence in a thousand-step journey. On that note, from the bulletin desk, keep smiling SJIS.

Time flies
Born with a silver spoon

Do not put all the eggs in
one basket

Kicked the bucket

Hit the nail on your head

Sitting duck
Ace up your sleeve

Catch a cat by its tail
Spilled the beans
Rags to riches

Pull up your socks
Got cold feet
Don’t trust your shadow

In a nut shell,
More holes than a Swiss cheese
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